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IOW -COST PHOTOVOLTAIC ROWER AND /OR THERMAL
ENERGY USING INTERMEDIATE SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

NDW AVAILABLE- low -cost photovoltaic power and /or

thermal energy using intermediate concentrators. This

patented technology developed and tested at the University

of Arizona uses a unique concentrator made of inexpensive

glass back -surfaced mirrors mounted on parabolas molded out

of foamed plastic. The use of back -surfaced mirrors

instead of aluminum or other materials assures a long life

of high reflectivity. Each mirror segment is aligned using

a laser which optimizes efficiency.
Intermediate concentration is defined as being up to

10 times as bright as normal sunlight. This 10 times

concentration is referred to as 10x -suns. Terrestrial

(ix -sun) photovoltaic panels will produce about twice as

much power if exposed to a concentration of 2x -suns, about

3 times as much power if exposed to 3x -suns etc. There is

a diminishing effect so that by 8 to 10x -suns additional

concentration does not appear to be justified with the

panels tested. By using lx -sun panels in the inexpensive

concentrator the cost of photovoltaic power is greatly

reduced.
A further advantage of the intermediate concentrator

is that the concentration is low enough that it is safe for

back yard or rooftop installation. The system will not

overheat to the point of self -- distruction even if the

active cooling components, pump etc., should mal- function.

This is a major safety feature.
The intermediate concentrator can be floated in a

shallow (2 -inch) pool of water so that it can easily track

in a azimuth mode. This means that in the morning the

collector would automatically rotate so that the axis of

the parabolas pointed at the sun. The collector would

continue to rotate following the sun during the day and

stopping at night. When the sun comes up the next

morning it would rotate until it found the sun again. This

method of tracking is particularly advantageous for homes

with flat roofs or back yards or for large industrial

and /or subdivsion and district sized units in the lower.

lattitudes. In the United States the use of this system

would be suggested in the southwestern and southern states.
For homes with sloping roofs where yard space is

limited or for systems in the higher lattitudes the use of

the more conventional altitude tracking method using the

3 -foot wide segmented parabola would be recommended.
The following are a discription of the models

available. Other size systems can easily be made up from

the collector modules described below.

CSS DHW 3 -309F This low profile domestic hot water
model consists of three 3 -foot wide 9 -foot long parabolas
with a 4.25 inch wide offset receiver. The collector
floats on a 2 1/2 -inch deep recessed pool of water. The



pool is created with a steel rim and a 20 mil PVC plastic

liner. The pool is equiped with a float valve to maintain

the level. The net collector area for this system is 72

square feet which is almost twice as large as the average

sized solar collector used for domestic hot water. The

total height of the parabolas is only 9- inches above the

water surface.The height of the receiver is 13 inches.

Tracking is achieved with a 1/40 hp electric gearmotor on

the perimeter of the collector for maximum accuracy. See

Figure 1. The motor is activated using a solid state

shadow -bar tracker. The system can be placed on a flat or

nearly flat roof or on the ground.

CSS DWH/P 3- 309F -- This is the same collector as the CSS

DHW 3 -309F except it is equipped with 6 photovoltaic panels

of the type shown in Figure 2. These panels are 4.25

inches by four foot long. With the 6 panels this collector

will produce approximately 300 peak watts of d.c. electric

power. The collector will provide 12, 24, or 36 volts. The

d.c. power can be inverted to a.c. power using equipment

described under balance of systems options in this

brochure. The average production in Tucson, Arizona is

about 75 kwh per month. This would operate some lighting, a

small refrigerator, a wringer type washer as well as a

radio and /or small television.
The collector could also be used to pump water. It

could be coupled directly to a d.c. pump or used with a

small battery system and a inverter to run a a.c. pump. The

use of a battery and inverter would be recommended when

pumping groundwater in order that a inexpensive a.c.

submersible pupp could be used.

CSS DHW 2 -310 This model consists of two 3 -foot wide
10 -foot long parabolas with a 4.25 inch wide receiver. The

collector can be tracked in a altitude mode in a EH or NS

alignment. The alignment used would depend on the lattitude

and /or type of roof that the collector is mounted on.

Tracking is accomplished with a gear motor automatically
activated with a solid state shadow bar tracker. The unit

occupies an area 9 1/2 feetxl0 1/2 feet. The net collector

area is 48 square feet. See Figure 2. The model can be

used on flat or sloped roofs. It can be incorporated into a

sloped roof in new construction.

CSS DHW /P 2 -309 This is the same model as the CSS DHW

2 -309 except it is equiped with 4 photovoltaic panels 4.25

inches by 4 -foot. The peak production is about 200 watts.

If the collector is tracked in a EW orientation in the

winter months, Nov -Jan, and a NS orientation the rest of

the year the average production would be about 60 kwh per

month in a climatic area similar to Tucson, Ariz.

CSS T 4 -808F This model consists of four 8x8 foot parabolic
modules bolted together to form a 16x16 foot (256 square

feet) array. The array floats in a 21 foot diameter



recessed pool of water 4 inches deep with a steel rim and

lined with 20 mil PVC plastic. Each half of the

back -surfaced mirrored parabola casts a uniform beam of
light across a 4.25 -inch wide angled receiver. The

concentration is approximately 8x -suns. The inner portion
of the angled receiver is insulated with fiberglass to
provide optimum efficiency. This collector is capable of
producing steam if the fluid flow is reduced appropriately.

The total height of the unit above the water is

approximately 2.2 feet. The thermal production from the

collector should average about 40 percent of the available
solar insolation on a horizontal surface when producing
water at 140 degrees F. The peak production would be about
35,000 BTU's per hour. This is similar in size to the

collector shown in Figure 3 except the height of the

receiver will be much less. A test module of the angled
receiver system is shown in Figure 4.

CSS T/P 4 -808F This model consists of the same system as
the CSS T 4 -808 except it is equiped with twelve 4.25 -inch

X 4 -foot photovoltaic panels. Each of these panels
generate approximately 60 peak watts for a peak electrical
production from the unit of 720 w. The unit will produce
12, 24, 36, 48, or 72 volts. The unit will also produce a
peak production of thermal power of about 28000 BTU's per
hour. The unit should average about 180 kwh of electricity
per month.This is sufficient to provide both the electrical
and thermal needs of a small energy efficient home in a

area with solar insolation similar to Tucson, Arizona.

CSS T 9 -909 This unit consists of nine 9x9 -foot parabolic
modules bolted together to form a 27x27 foot (729 square
foot) array. The continuous array floats in a 40 ft

diameter pool of water 4- inches deep lined with 20-mil PVC
plastic. Each half of the back surfaced mirror parabola
casts a uniform beam of light across a angeled 4.25 -inch
receiver. See Figure 4. The concentration level is

approximately 9x -suns. The back of the receiver is

insulated with fiberglass. The height of the unit above the
water surface is approximately 2.5 feet. The thermal
production from this collector although not thoroughly

evaluated should average about 40 percent of the available
solar insolation on a horizontal surface when producing

water at 140 degrees F with a ambient temperature similar
to Tucson Az. It should peak at about 110,000 BTU's per
hour. This unit is similar in size to the collector shown
in Figure 5.

CSS T/P 909F This is the same as CSS T 9 -909 except it

includes 36 photovoltaic panels 4.25- inches wide by 4 -foot

long. Each of the panels in the 9x -sun concentrator will
generate about 70 watts for a peak production of 2520

watts.The unit will produce 12, 24, 36, 48, 84 or 156 volts
d.c.



The amount of thermal energy that could be

co- generated mould depend on the mode of operation but
should be at least 30 percent of the available horizontal
insolation. This would provide sufficient domestic hot
water and space heating for a average sized home. The unit
should also average about 600 kwh per month of electrical
power sufficient for a average sized home in southern
Arizona that is air conditioned with an evaporative cooler.

SYSTEMS AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER Prices for floating
collectors of other sizes that can be made up of any of the
above modules are available on request. Fbr instance a

collector using 16 9x9 -foot modules could easily be put
together. The cost per unit of power produced would be less
with the larger collector. Large systems involving the
altitude tracking 309 parabola are available on request.

The cost of large scale megawatt size systems will be
provided upon request. In general the prices in the
megawatt size range are generally less than $3.00 per peak
watt. At $3.00 the amortization cost per kilowatt hour if a
system were located in Tucson would be about $0.14 using a
interest rate of 12% with a life of 20 years. This assumes
no economic value for the thermal heat. If the heat is
utilized the amortized oost per kwh would be much less,
well within the present pricing of most utilities.

BALANCE OF PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM OPTIONS

CES 2500 WATT "BEST" INVERTER WITH UTILITY INTERFACE This
maximizes the use of the photovoltic array and minimizes
the use of utility power while providing standby power
during utility blackout. When batteries are charged the
inverter is on. When batteries become discharged the
inverter turns off and loads are automatically transferred
to utility power. The unit has a 2500 watt output for 10
minutes a 1800 watt continus output and a 10,000 watt
surge capability. The surge capability allows for the

starting of induction type rotors used in refrigerators and
submersible pumps. This requires a mimimum of two 12 volt
batteries.

CSS 5000 WATT "BEST" INVERTER WITH UTILITY INTERFACE
Performs the same functions as the CSS -2500 watt inverter
except it will provide 5000 watts for 10 minutes, 4000
watts continuous and surge up to 20,000 watts. This
requires a minimum of four 12 volt batteries.

CSS -1/2 h.p. SUBMERSIBLE AC PUMP WITH "BEST" INVERTER
When coupled with 2 deep -cycle batterys and the DHW /P

3 -309f or DHW/P 2 -309 hybrid photovoltaic collectors the
system will pump 300 gph with a pupping lift of 300 feet.
It will punp more water at lower heads. If equipped with
a high battery start and low battery cutoff the pump should
operate 3 to 4 hrs per day in a sunny environment similar.



to Tucson.

CSS TANK This tank will store water pumped from the ground
or other source under the floating collector for a compact
easily installed system. The tank is 10 ft diameter and 8
foot high. It has a steel top with a extra 2 -inch high rim
which supports the pool of water on which the collector
floats. The tank stores about 5000 gallons to supply water
for domestic or livestock use when the sun is not shining.



NJVp : 1, 1981
PEAK PRODUCTION /PRICE LIST*

Collector
System

CSS DHW 3-309F

Thermal"
BTU /Hr.

10,800

PV
Watts

Price
FOB /Tucson

$1500

CSS DWH/P 3-309F 8100 300 $2990

CSS DHW 2-210 7200 $1300

CSS DHW/P 2-210 5400 200 $2450

CSS T 4-808 38,400 $3500

CSS T/P 4-808 28,800 840 $7500

CES T 9-909 110,000 $8500

CSS T/P 9-909 82,000 2880 $18,500

BALANCE OF PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS

CSS 1000 WATT "BEST" INVERTER
WITH UTILITY INTERFACE

CES 2500 WAr1 "BEST" INVERTER
WITH UTILITY INTERFACE

CSS 5000 WATT "BEST" INVERTER
WITH UTILIT'Y INTERFACE

CES 1/2 HP SUBMERSIBLE AC PUMP SYSTEM
WITH 2500 WATT INVERTER
WITH HIGH BATTERY START /LOW CUTOFF

CSS DEEP CYCLE 105 AMP 12 VOLT BATTERY

CSS 5000 GAL STEEL TANK WITH TOP MOUNTED
FOR THE CES DHW /P ODLu xi'POR

*Prices subject to change without notice.

7? 1 V t r r
4 t,1.

OPTIONS

$1250

$1700

$1515

$2065

$2900
$3400

$500
$2000
$2100

$150

POOL
$2500



FIGURE 1 - CSS DHW /T 3 -309F Domestic Solar Hot Water Heater Located on a
Rooftop in Tucson, Arizona

FIGURE 2 - CSS DHW /T 2 -310 Domestic Solar Hot Water Heater Located on a
Rooftop in Tucson, Arizona.



FIGURE 3. U.S. Bureau of Mines Black -Mesa Photovoltaic -System

Being Tested. Top: At the Solar Research Facility,
University of Arizona. Bottom: At Black Mesa Water
Harvesting System Navajo Reservation.



FIGURE 4 - TOP: Angled Receiver Mounted with two 4.25 inch x 4 ft long
Photovoltaic Panels from Motorola.

BOTTOM: Angled Receiver Test Module Third Generation Intermediate
Concentrator.
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